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  ARTPHOTOGRAPHY

Trident High School - Art Department
Year 12 ARTPHOTOGRAPHY

Visual Arts TWOPOINT2
2.2 [4 credits]
Use drawing methods to apply knowledge of conventions appropriate to photography 

Visual Arts TWOPOINT3
2.3 [4 credits]
Develop ideas in a related series of drawings appropriate to established photography 
practice 

STUDENTINSTRUCTIONS

This task sheet is for both your 2.2 and 2.3 Achievement Standards. Each 
standard will be marked separately, but the tasks from the two standards will be 
amalgamated to form a logical sequence to extend your art making practice. 
You will be able to achieve credits in either or both standards that are being 
covered in this one assessment.

This work will be based around our theme of ‘Identity’ using the convention 
Narrative Photography and is divided into tasks as follows:

Task One:   Identity Search and Collection [2.3]   [4 periods] 
Task Two:  Emulation of Artist Models [2.2]   [12 periods]
Task Three:   Adaption [2.2]      [12 periods]
Task Four:   Proposal  [2.3]      [4 periods]
Task Five:   Synthesis Series [2.3]     [8 periods]
Task Six:   Final Series [2.3]      [4 periods]

Note:  It is expected that you will be completing regular homework (2 hours per 
week) in order to complete the tasks in the time allocated.

Due Date: TBA



TWOPOINT3
Task One:  ‘Identity’ Search and Collection    [4 periods]

1x A3 Collage
1x A3 page written feedback from peers
1x A3 page analysis of feedback

First we must expand our thinking around our theme of ‘Identity’.

A   Search [not RE-search], into all the possible aspects of the theme ‘Identity’  by 
creating a collage of images representing who you are [use your thinking and your 
intuition/feeling].  The aim of this process is to open up as many possibilities for further 
exploration as you can.  Don’t edit yourself.  At this point you should be thinking 
divergently and coming up with as many different possibilities as you can.  Your teacher 
will show you examples in class.

B  Present your collage to small groups without any introduction or explanation. What 
do your peers think when they “read” your collage? Record the reactions to your collage 
through written feedback.

C  Analyse the feedback you have received. Were there readings of your collage that 
you did not consider? How do others see you compared to how you or your family see 
you? What do you think provided the most idea into what you think Identity is in your 
collage? Record your thoughts in your workbook and keep it with all of the feedback 
you have received. 

TWOPOINT2
Task Two:  Emulation of Artist Models   [12 periods]

3x Artist Model Analysis (incl. Christine Webster).
1x contact sheet per Emulation.
1x A3 Final Emulation per artist 
1x A3 page of notes per emulation

As a class you will complete an analysis of Christine Webster with your teacher. This 
analysis will detail how the artist uses the convention of Narrative Photography. Once 
the analysis is complete we will attempt to duplicate one of her works (emulation).

Your analysis should explain:
• How the subject matter affects the meaning of the work
• How the lighting/ colour creates meaning/ mood
• Detail what you think the work means using evidence from the image
• Use research to give context to the work and show understand e.g. Culture, time it 

was created, artist statements, gallery and articles published material etc…
• the technical detail of how to execute the emulation

To finish the emulation you should evaluate the process and describe how you created 
it. This will mean taking notes when the class is attempting the emulation and finally 
evaluating the success of the exercise.

Using this process you will complete your own analysis of two artist models and 
emulate one work per artist providing notes describing how you completed the task. 
Your teacher will provide a list of artist models to choose from. When choosing from the 
presented artists you should pick artists that you appreciate in terms of style, content 
and meaning.



TWOPOINT2

Task Three:  Adaption  [12 periods]
2x Shoots with contact sheets (1 successful shoot per artist model)
2x Evaluation (1 from each adaption series)
2x Final images A3 (1 from each adaption series)

A Choose one of the three artist models you have studied so far. Using the 
emulation, research and analysis you have completed use ideas from your 
collage to generate a new series of work. You will use the same techniques, 
methods and processes as the artist model however you will use your own 
ideas/ subject matter/ props etc to create an adaption series. You should 
complete one successful shoot using this approach. This may require doing 
more than one shoot to get it right.

B Choose your best image and print A3 once you have completed any 
manipulation required as a final image. 

C Complete an evaluation of the success of this final work. What were the 
most successful parts? Did you succeed in communicating an idea/ meaning in 
the same way your artist model did? How did you do this?
Complete a self evaluation and also ask a peer to respond to the above 
questions.

D Complete A, B and C for a second artist model.

TWOPOINT3

Task Four:  Proposal   [4 periods]
  Written Proposal 1 x A3.

Now clarify your personal approach to the theme Identity by writing a proposal.  
Outline your ideas and personal interpretation of Identity that you will analyse 
further.  What are you trying to communicate?  Your proposal should not provide 
all the ‘answers’, but rather, ask a question that you will look to solve/discuss/
debate in your work.  

Consider the following questions when writing your proposal:
1. What are you trying to tell the viewer of your work?
2. How will you tell them?
3. What subject matter will you use?
4. How will the subject matter affect your work?
5. What techniques/ style/ composition/ colour/ tone do you think you could use 

from artist models (influence).

You need to choose the most positive aspects from at least 2 artist models to 
combine and test in the next task.



TWOPOINT3

Task Five:  Synthesis Series  [8 periods]
Min. 2x Shoots with contact sheets
1x A3 Evaluation for every shoot completed

A Using multiple ideas from more than one artist together is what we call 
Synthesis. Using the proposal generate your first shoot that uses techniques, 
methods and processes from at least TWO artist models.  Each shoot will 
require a minimum of 30 images. Generate contact sheets of all images.

B Choose the best 3-5 images from the shoot and manipulate them to a 
final standard. Evaluate the success and areas of improvement by completing a 
self evaluation and a small group critique. Record the responses from the 
critique in written form.

C Use the results of the evaluation to improve and refine your approach to 
another shoot. Complete another shoot of at least 30 images and contact 
sheets. Do another evaluation in the same manner as B.

You may need to complete this process more than once to ensure that your are 
developing and analysing your ideas e.g. repeat A and B.

TWOPOINT3
Task Six:  Final Series and Hand-In  [4 periods]

4 - 6 Final images printed to a high standard
1x A3 Final Self Evaluation 
A3 Clearfile containing all work in order of Tasks completed

You will produce a final series of work from the most successful images you 
have taken from Task Five.

Select and print 4 - 6 images and complete a final self evaluation stating why 
you think the selected works are successful. Hand-in the completed clearfile 
with your work all printed.



TWOPOINT2

Achievement Criteria

Evidence Achievement
Achievement 

with Merit
Achievement 

with Excellence
3x Artist Model Analysis 
(incl. Christine 
Webster).

1x contact sheet per 
Emulation.

1x A3 Final Emulation 
per artist.

1x A3 page of notes 
per emulation.

2x Shoots with contact 
sheets (1 successful 
shoot per artist model)

2x Evaluation (1 from 
each adaption series)

2x Final images A3 (1x 
from each adaption 
series)

Use drawing methods 
to apply knowledge of 
conventions 
appropriate to 
photography.

Use drawing methods 
to apply specific 
knowledge of 
conventions 
appropriate to 
photography.

Use drawing methods 
to apply in-depth 
knowledge of 
conventions 
appropriate to 
photography.



TWOPOINT3 
Achievement Criteria 
 

Evidence Achievement Achievement with 
Merit 

Achievement with 
Excellence 

1x A3 Collage 
 
1x A3 page written 
feedback from peers 
 
1x A3 page analysis 
of feedback 
 
1x A3 Written 
Proposal 
 
Min. 2x Shoots with 
contact sheets 
 
1x A3 Evaluation for 
every shoot 
completed 
 
4 - 6 Final images 
printed to a high 
standard 
 
1x A3 Final Self 
Evaluation 
 
A3 Clearfile 
containing all work in 
order of Tasks 
completed 

Develop ideas in a 
related series of 
drawings 
appropriate to 
established 
photography 
practice. 
 

Clarify ideas in a 
related series of 
drawings 
appropriate to 
established 
photography 
practice. 
 

Extend ideas in a 
related series of 
drawings 
appropriate to 
established 
photography 
practice.	  
 

 



ArtistModels: Suggested models for emulation.

AnthonyGoicolea
http://www.anthonygoicolea.com/

Anthony Goicolea
Hardcover:  160 pages
Publisher:  Twin Palms Publishers; First Edition edition (December 2003)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  1931885117
ISBN-13:  978-1931885119

Fictions
Hardcover:  188 pages
Publisher:  Twin Palms Publishers; First edition (June 1, 2009)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  1931885737
ISBN-13:  978-1931885737

DavidHilliard
http://www.davidhilliard.com/

David Hilliard
Hardcover:  96 pages
Publisher:  Aperture; First edition (June 15, 2005)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  1931788588
ISBN-13:  978-1931788588

AnneNoble (NZ)
http://www.bartleyandcompanyart.co.nz/artists.php
http://thearts.co.nz/artist_page.php&aid=1
http://www.mcnamara.co.nz/noble.htm

States of Grace
Paperback:  128 pages
Publisher:  Victoria University Press (April 1, 2002)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  0864734255
ISBN-13:  978-0864734259

LisaReihana (NZ)
http://www.pasifikastyles.org.uk/artists/lisa-reihana.php
http://www.aucklandartgallery.com/the-collection/browse-artists/4064/lisa-reihana

Into the Light: A History of New Zealand Photography. By David Eggleton
Hardcover:  182 pages
Publisher:  Craig Potton Publishing (November 2006)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  1877333549
ISBN-13:  978-1877333545

note: this book is not specifically about Lisa Reihana.
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ArnoRafael-Minkkinen
http://www.arno-rafael-minkkinen.com/

Saga:The Journey of Arno Rafael Minkkinen
Hardcover:  160 pages
Publisher:  Chronicle Books (September 15, 2005)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  081185146X
ISBN-13:  978-0811851466

LorettaLux
http://www.lorettalux.de/

Loretta Lux
Hardcover:  96 pages
Publisher:  Aperture (June 15, 2005)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  1931788545
ISBN-13:  978-1931788540

FrancescaWoodman

Francesca Woodman
Hardcover:  256 pages
Publisher:  Phaidon Press (June 1, 2006)
Language:  English
ISBN-10:  0714844306
ISBN-13:  978-0714844305

SamTaylor-Wood
http://www.whitecube.com/artists/taylorwood/
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